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Lufthansa Systems: Lido User Group Conference 2022 in Amsterdam 

 

 More than 300 participants and over 80 airlines to experience the latest developments on 

Lufthansa Systems` Flight Operations Solutions from Sept 21 - 22 

 Enhancements of the new flight planning and flight monitoring solution Lido Flight 4D  

 Presenting updates on the pilot solutions for charting, briefing and aircraft performance 

 

Raunheim / Amsterdam, 21st September 2022. Lufthansa Systems is welcoming more than 300 

participants to the 3rd edition of the Lido User Group Conference (LUG). The airline IT provider is 

bringing together over 80 airlines from across the globe who use their Lido Flight Operations 

Solutions. During this year’s edition of the LUG the user community returns to a face to face 

environment in which attendees will learn about the latest developments. Philipp Barzen, Head of 

Lido & Managing Director of Lufthansa Systems FlightNav, kicks off the event with the opening 

remarks, followed by highlighting the latest developments of Flight Planning and Pilot 

Applications. Participants will be able to put together their own individual program by choosing 

from more than 40 sessions and presentations spread over the two days of the event. 

 

Latest developments unveiled for Lufthansa Systems’ Lido Solutions 

 

Being in operation for around 10 months by now, the Lido Flight 4D Integrated Flight Support 

(IFS) is presented. In particular Lido IFS is showcasing it’s advancements in modern graphical user 

interface, and customers can test the usability using eye tracking technology to validate the 

workflow. The Lido pilot applications consisting of the Lido briefing application and charting 

applications are presenting new features. The latest iOS application Lido mPilot can display airline 

specific layers which customers can manage directly by themselves through their dedicated web 

interface. Also developments on weather features are presented such as the cold weather 

calculation feature and new weather layers overlaid on the navigation content to reduce the 

application congestion.     

 
“The collaboration with our customers is the most valuable asset we have. The Lido User Group 

Conference brings together our customers from all over the globe and allows them to talk directly 

to the product responsible. This exchange is of vital importance to align our priorities with the 

needs of our customers” says Philipp Barzen Head of Lido & Managing Director Lufthansa 

Systems FlightNav. 
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About Lufthansa Systems 
 
Lufthansa Systems GmbH & Co. KG is a leading airline IT provider determined to shape the future of 
digital aviation. It draws its unique strengths from its ability to combine profound industry know-how 
with forward-looking technological expertise and has lived by its slogan “We’re into IT” for more than 
25 years. A wholly-owned subsidiary of the Lufthansa Group, the company offers its more than 350 
customers an extensive range of successful IT products and services for the aviation industry, many of 
which are market leaders. Lufthansa Systems’ pioneering portfolio covers all of an airline’s business 
processes – in the flight deck, in the cabin and on the ground. As a tech company and airline IT 
provider, Lufthansa Systems is committed to identifying its own environmental footprint and improving 
that of its airline customers across the globe. Headquartered in Raunheim near Frankfurt/Main, 
Germany, Lufthansa Systems employs around 2,400 people at its locations in 16 countries. 
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